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MSCI TO DISCONTINUE CERTAIN INDEXES FOLLOWING THE RECLASSIFICATION OF RUSSIA

Following the reclassification of Russia from Emerging Markets to Standalone Markets status, MSCI will discontinue MSCI Russia Value and Growth Indexes, Islamic Indexes as well as certain MSCI Russia ESG and Factor Indexes effective March 10, 2022.

The list of the indexes that will be discontinued includes:

- MSCI Russia ESG Leaders Index
- MSCI Russia Factor Mix A-Series Capped Index
- MSCI Russia Growth Index
- MSCI Russia IMI Growth Index
- MSCI Russia IMI Islamic Index
- MSCI Russia IMI Momentum Index
- MSCI Russia IMI Risk Weighted Index
- MSCI Russia IMI Value Index
- MSCI Russia IMI Value Weighted Index
- MSCI Russia Islamic Index
- MSCI Russia Large Cap Islamic Index
- MSCI Russia Large Growth Index
- MSCI Russia Large Value Index
- MSCI Russia Mid Cap Islamic Index
- MSCI Russia Mid Growth Index
- MSCI Russia Mid Value Index
- MSCI Russia Momentum Index
- MSCI Russia Quality Index
- MSCI Russia Risk Weighted index
- MSCI Russia Small Cap Islamic Index
- MSCI Russia Small Growth Index
• MSCI Russia Small Value Index
• MSCI Russia SMID Cap Islamic Index
• MSCI Russia SMID Growth Index
• MSCI Russia SMID Value Index
• MSCI Russia Value Index
• MSCI Russia Value Weighted Index

Please refer to the technical communication sent on March 5, 2022 for more details.

We value your feedback and questions. If you would like to speak to a member of our team about any of the items in this communication, please submit a support ticket via the MSCI Online Case Management Portal, or contact:
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